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Abstract

In this paper we compare different image quality measures for the gamut mapping problem, and validate them using psycho-visual data from four recent gamut mapping studies. The psycho-visual data are choice data of the form: given an original image and two images obtained by applying different gamut mapping algorithms, an observer chooses the one that reproduces the original image better in his/her opinion. The scoring function used to validate the quality measures is the hit rate, i.e., the percentage of correct choice predictions on data from the psycho-visual tests. We also propose a new image quality measure based on the difference in color and local contrast. This measure compares well to the measures from the literature on our psycho-visual data. Some of these measures predict the observer’s preferences equally well as scaling methods like Thurstone’s method or conjoint analysis that are used to evaluate the psycho-visual tests. This is remarkable in the sense that the scaling methods are based on the experimental data, whereas the quality measures are independent of this data.

Introduction

Gamut mapping describes how a color image is rendered on a device with limited color reproduction capabilities. This classical problem is still an area of active research – Morovic gives a good recent overview [1]. An important step in improving gamut mapping algorithm is an accurate evaluation of its psycho-visual performance. This is traditionally achieved using psycho-visual tests, where observers have to decide which of the mapped images are the better representation of the original. The data gathered in such a test are typically evaluated using Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgement [2]. An alternative approach that we want to evaluate here is to use an image quality measure (independent of observer feedback) to measure the difference of a mapped image to the original. An overview of the state of the art in image quality research can be found for example in [3] or [4]. Image quality measures are successfully used in many imaging applications, such as modeling image distortions, especially in data compression [5]. The advantage of using “good” image quality measures to evaluate gamut mapping algorithms is that they can be used to automatically predict the perceived quality of a mapped image without the need for a new psycho-visual study. Psycho-visual tests generally give reliable results for tested settings but the tests are time consuming. Furthermore, an extrapolation to changed settings and new images is problematic. Computing an image quality measure on the other hand provides results immediately. The challenge is to find a measure that correlates well with observers’ preferences. It has to represent the response of the human visual system as a mathematical function.

For gamut mapping the main image quality factors are preservation of lightness/color and preservation of spatial details. Artifacts introduced by the mapping algorithms may also be a factor which, however, will be neglected in the present study. Some factors encountered in other image quality applications such as noise or compression artifacts are of minor importance for gamut mapping.

The main topic of this paper is a quantitative comparison of the performance of image quality measures with data driven quality measures from psycho-visual tests. The performance of the measures is assessed as the percentage of correctly predicted observer choices on data from a psycho-visual test. The data used to compute these percentages were neither used for data evaluation nor for the optimization of the corresponding measures (compare Section "Validating the quality measures"). Correlations of psycho-visual gamut mapping evaluation and image quality measures have been published before in [6], where only a general ranking of gamut mapping algorithms has been discussed. Our focus here is on predicting observers’ choices in individual comparisons between mapped images.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next two sections we describe the image quality measures considered in this paper. Then Thurstone’s method and an extension to conjoint analysis are briefly described as methods for evaluating psycho-visual test data. In the subsequent section we describe how to validate the different image quality measures for gamut mapping. The data sets which we used for validation are described in a section on its own. Finally, we discuss the experimental validation results on data sets and conclude the paper.

Image quality measures

In this section we review the image quality measures that we have compared. We always compare two images X and Y with \( n \times m \) pixels. At the pixels \( x_{ij} \in X \) and \( y_{ij} \in Y \), respectively, we consider color coordinates. Mostly we are using the lightness coordinate \( L \) in CIELAB color space. If not stated otherwise we do not distinguish in our notation between a pixel and the color coordinate considered at this pixel.

Structural Similarity Index (SSIM)

The Structural Similarity Index was introduced by Wang et. al. [7] and is defined on quadratic image patches of size \( k \times k \) at the same location within image X and Y. We computed SSIM for the L coordinate in CIELAB color space. Let \( P_x \subset X \) be such a patch and \( P_y \) the corresponding patch for Y. We compute the following quantities for the patches:

\[
P_x = \frac{1}{k^2} \sum_{x \in P_x} x, \quad P_y = \frac{1}{k^2} \sum_{y \in P_y} y,
\]
The image quality measure $Q_{LMSE}$ is then defined as

$$Q_{LMSE}(X, Y) = \frac{1}{nm} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{j=1}^{m} |x_{ij} - y_{ij}|^2,$$

where $x_{ij}$ and $y_{ij}$ are $L$ coordinates in the CIELAB color space for the points in images $X$ and $Y$, respectively.

**Discrete wavelet transform (DWT)**

The discrete wavelet transform image quality measure has been defined in [9]. Images $X$ and $Y$ are compared as follows: a discrete wavelet transform is applied to the luminance layer of each image, and the resulting coefficients are compared.

Let $M^f_x$ and $M^f_y$ be the absolute values of differences $d^f(x, Y)$ for frequency band $f$.

$$d^f(X, Y) = \left| M^f_{x_{ij}} - M^f_{y_{ij}} \right|, \quad i = 1, \ldots, |M^f_{X}| = |M^f_{Y}|.$$

are computed for each frequency band. Let $\sigma_f(X, Y)$ be the standard deviation of the differences $d^f(X, Y)$ for frequency band $f$. Now, the $Q_{DWT}(X, Y)$ image quality measure is defined as the mean of the $\sigma_f(X, Y)$ for all the frequency bands.

In our implementation we use Daubechies’ filter [10] to compute the discrete wavelet transform image quality measure $Q_{DWT}$.
A new quality measure

The quality measure that we are going to describe in this section is based on the observation that important factors determining the quality of gamut mapping algorithms are color preservation and contrast (detail) preservation. We estimate the degree of color preservation by using the CIELAB $\Delta E$ distance measure [11]. The example in Figure 1 demonstrates that $Q_{AE}$, i.e., the quality measure derived from $\Delta E$, alone is not an accurate quality measure since it neglects the preservation of details. To account also for detail preservation we introduce a contrast preserving measure that we call $Q_{MLC}$. Our quality measure is then a linear combination of $Q_{AE}$ and $Q_{MLC}$. Below we describe the two measures $Q_{AE}$ and $Q_{MLC}$ in more detail.

The measure $Q_{AE}$

$\Delta E$ is defined as the Euclidean distance in CIELAB color space between corresponding pixels in two images $X$ and $Y$ of size $n \times m$. That is, locally at pixel $x \in X$ and the corresponding pixel $y \in Y$ the $\Delta E$ distance is defined as:

$$\Delta E(x,y) = \sqrt{((L_x - L_y)^2 + (a_x - a_y)^2 + (b_x - b_y)^2)}$$

As our image quality measure $Q_{AE}$ we take the average $\Delta E$ over the pixels of the two images, i.e.,

$$Q_{AE}(X,Y) = \frac{1}{mn} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \sum_{j=1}^{n} \Delta E(x_{ij},y_{ij}).$$

$\Delta E$ is a popular image quality metrics since it is easy to compute and has a natural interpretation, though in principle it could be replaced by any more sophisticated color distance measure such as CIECAM02 [12], or $\Delta E_{04}$ [13].

The measure $Q_{MLC}$

The image quality measure $Q_{MLC}$ is based on a local contrast measure. We chose the Michelson contrast, see [14], as our measure of local contrast. We compute the Michelson contrast on a $k \times k$ patch $P_k \subset X$ of the image $X$ as follows (we were using $k = 5, 17$ and $33$ in our experiments):

$$LC(P_k) = \frac{x_{max} - x_{min}}{x_{max} + x_{min}},$$

where $x$ is a luminosity coordinate in $XYZ$ color space (at pixel $x \in P_k$), and $x_{max}$ and $x_{min}$ are the highest value and the lowest value, respectively, of this intensity on the patch $P_k$. Analogously, we can compute the value $LC(P_k)$ for the corresponding patch $P_k$ in image $Y$, and define

$$\Delta LC(P_k; P_k) = |LC(P_k) - LC(P_k)|.$$ 

The image quality measure $Q_{MLC}(X,Y)$ is then finally defined as the measure $\Delta LC$ averaged over all possible $k \times k$ patches in images $X$ and $Y$.

Thurstone’s method and conjoint analysis

Traditionally image quality in gamut mapping is evaluated using Thurstone’s Law of Comparative Judgement, which can be used to analyze paired comparison data [2]. Applying Thurstone’s law allows to derive a value for each tested gamut mapping algorithm. Thurstone’s method has been extended to a conjoint analysis of parameterized gamut mapping algorithms [15, 16]. In a conjoint analysis we still have paired comparison data, but instead of assigning a single value to a mapping algorithm we now assign it to all the parameters employed in the algorithms and sum up those scale values.

We use both methods to obtain image quality measures for images mapped with a gamut mapping algorithm on a image test set. These measures serve as a reference for the image quality measures discussed before, which do not need observer feedback in contrast to Thurstone’s method or conjoint analysis.

To improve the consistency of results obtained by Thurstone’s method or conjoint analysis, one can individualize the evaluation for each image. Individualization linearly combines Thurstone’s scale values for the entire data set with scale values obtained separately for each image. The linear combination of those two scale values is then optimized to hold out data using cross validation. It turns out that scale values computed individually for images can be good, but typically they can be improved by shrinking them towards the scale values computed on the whole population of images (simply because in most cases there are not enough paired comparisons per image available). In a nutshell, the idea behind the individualization approach is providing a fallback when only few paired comparisons are available for an image. We will refer to these method as individualized Thurstone’s method and individualized conjoint analysis, respectively.

Validating the quality measures

We need to validate the suitability of an image quality measure for gamut mapping. Our validation procedure estimates how well the quality measures align with observer ratings which we obtained in psycho-visual tests. As we have mentioned before, the data we elicited in the psycho-visual test are of the form: given an original image and two images obtained by applying different gamut mapping algorithms, a user chooses the one that reproduces the original image better in his/her opinion. We validate an image quality measure now by the percentage of correctly predicted observer choices. This validation measure is also known as hit rate. When computing hit rates for Thurstone’s method or conjoint analysis we need to be careful that we do not validate the methods on the same data which we used to teach the model (remember that Thurstone’s method and conjoint analysis are, in contrast to the other image quality measures, observer data driven). To circumvent this problem we use cross validation, i.e., we use part of the data to teach the models and the remaining part to validate the models. In the following we give more detail on how to compute hit rates and on how we employed cross validation.

Hit rate

For each paired comparison in a psycho-visual test we know the choice of the observer. In some tests we allowed ties, i.e., neither of the two options was preferred. We omit such ties from further analysis. Let $C$ be the set of non-tied observer choices. For an image quality measure we always predict the choice with the higher value for this measure on the elements in $C$. Let $S \subseteq C$ be the subset of correctly predicted choices. Then the hit rate is defined as

$$HR = \frac{|S|}{|C|}.$$
where \(|S|\) and \(|C|\) are numbers of elements in sets \(S\) and \(C\), respectively.

**Cross Validation**

For Thurstone’s method and for conjoint analysis we use cross validation. That means, that the set \(C\) of non-tied observer choices is partitioned randomly into ten subsets of equal size. Out of the ten subsets, one is retained for validating the model, and the remaining nine subsets are used as training data. This is repeated ten times, where each subset is used as the validation set once. The mean hit rate on the ten validation data sets is used as validation quality measure. In Figure 3 we refer to this method as Thur gen.

For the individualized Thurstone’s method, we carried out a double cross validation. For double cross validation we use eight of the ten subsets as training set, one as optimization set, and the remaining one for validation. We compute general and individual scale values by Thurstone’s method on the training set. Then we optimize the weights for the linear combination of the population scale values using an optimizing set. Finally, we use the hit rate on the validation set. We repeat this process 250 times and use the mean of the mean hit rates as validation quality measure. We refer to this method in Figure 3 as Thur spec.

**Data sets**

The different image quality measures were validated on image data of four recent gamut mapping studies. All tests used paired comparison, where two mapped images were compared to an original image. Three of the tests were carried out in a laboratory environment following the CIE guidelines [17] with ISONewspaper gamut as the target gamut. The fourth study was on a parameterized gamut mapping algorithm [16, 18] and the major part of it has been carried out over the internet. Detailed data on the size of these studies are summarized in Table 1. In the following we summarize the main ideas of the four studies.

**Study 1: Basic Study (BS)**

This study is a traditional benchmark study comparing some newer image dependent gamut mapping algorithms to known reference algorithms. In addition to the reference algorithms HPminDE, SGCK [17], the following algorithms using image gamut or spatial gamut mapping have been considered: the algorithm NOptStar that is using the image gamut as described in [19], the Kolas algorithm [20], the Zolliker algorithm [21] applied to the SGCK and NOptStar algorithms, and the Caluori algorithm [22]. For this study 97 images were used, each mapped with seven algorithms. Each possible comparison was made at least once. We will refer to this study as Basic study or simply BS.

**Study 2: Image Gamut (IG)**

The topic of this study was the use of image gamut descriptions for gamut mapping [19]. We considered algorithms using a linear and sigmoidal mapping, each of them had three possible source gamuts, namely device gamut (sRGB) and two types of image gamut description. The six possible combinations were compared to HPminDE and SGCK, resulting all together in eight algorithms. 75 images were used. Each possible comparison was made approximately twice. We will refer to this study as Image Gamut study or simply IG.

**Study 3: Local Contrast (LC)**

In this study the influence of detail enhancement applied to a set of gamut mapping algorithms was investigated [21]. The study comprised the HPminDE, SGCK, SGDA [23] algorithms and a linear compression algorithm. All algorithms were compared with and without detail enhancement. 77 images were used, and 5376 comparisons have been performed. Each possible comparison was made approximately 2.5 times. We will refer to this study as Local Contrast study or simply LC.

**Study 4: Parameterized Gamut Mapping (PGM)**

In this study ([15, 16]) a master algorithm with a set of parameters was studied. The parameters include compression type, detail enhancement, color space, gamut size as well as color, lightness and hue shifts. 97 images were used. Due to parameterization the number of possible algorithms per image was as high as 1536, and 5058 comparisons have been elicited. For the evaluation conjoint analysis was used. We will refer to this study as Parameterized Gamut Mapping study or simply PGM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th>Comparisons</th>
<th>Algorithms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>2086</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LC</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>5376</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>4360</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>5058</td>
<td>1536</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Number of images, comparisons and algorithms in the four considered studies.

**Experimental results**

The main results of validating the different image quality measures on the four psycho-visual tests are summarized in Figure 3. Additionally, in Figure 2 we present the hit rates for individualized Thurstone’s method or conjoint analysis. As expected, hit rates for training sets are higher than for test sets. Individualization improves training set hit rates, however this does not always translate to improvement over the test set.

Overall, the Structural Similarity Index measure (SSIM) proved to be the best performing image quality measure. On the BS, LC and IG studies it scores higher than the competing measures, and on the PGM data it is close behind the best of the other methods (our new measure – a combination of \(Q_{AE}\) and \(Q_{LC}\) with \(k = 5\)).

Interestingly, the results obtained with Thurstone’s method are not significantly better than those resulting from image quality measures. In particular, results for Thurstone’s method without individualization are comparable to results obtained for SSIM, i.e., the hit rates differ by only up to two percents. On BS data, the results obtained with SSIM are even better than those coming from Thurstone’s method.

On the studies LC and IG the individualized Thurstone’s method gives better results than the competing measures, but not on the remaining two studies BS and PGM. A probable reason for this behavior is the size of the studies. The performance of the individualized Thurstone’s method improves with increasing number of comparisons, and image quality measures can compete with it as long as the number of comparisons is relatively small.
For the LC and IG studies the same comparison was tested approximately 2 and 2.5 times respectively more than for the BS study, thus giving more information for the individual images. Hence the results for individual images obtained from individualized Thurstone’s method are more exact on these studies than on the other studies. However, individualized Thurstone’s method is extremely inefficient in a sense that it requires a lot of time and observers for testing. On the BS study, where the amount of comparisons per image is the lowest, the individualized version of Thurstone’s method is hardly better than the ordinary Thurstone’s method.

On the PGM study all investigated image quality measures give better results than the individualized conjoint analysis, i.e., for this study it is more difficult to predict choices using conjoint analysis and easier using image quality measures. On this study all computed hit rates are relatively high compared to the other studies. This is due to the relatively large differences between the images used for that study, i.e., the decisions in the paired comparisons were easier. At the same time, this study required conjoint analysis to compute scale values for all algorithms. Therefore more comparisons were needed to obtain statistically significant results and apparently the number of comparisons per image was not high enough to yield a higher hit rate than for the global evaluation.

We considered two pointwise image quality measures, namely $Q_{AE}$ and the mean square error $Q_{MSE}$. On all studies except PGM, these measures scored lower than their competitors, often showing hit rates close to random choice, i.e., 50%. This is because all gamut mapping algorithms tested in these studies already optimize color preservation in one way or the other. Hence, observers’ choices are more affected by detail preservation. In particular, clipping algorithms, for example the HPminDE algorithm, are optimizing the transformed image against the pointwise distance measure, but ignores the detail preservation issue.

As noted above, the pointwise measures perform better on the PGM study. The reason is that many paired comparisons included a choice among different destination gamut sizes. Large differences in the size of the destination gamut have a large impact on the perceived image quality and at the same time are strongly correlated with $Q_{AE}$. The differences in $Q_{AE}$ of mapped images are higher, and they are well correlated with the perceived quality of the image. A suitable combination of $Q_{AE}$ and $Q_{MLC}$ scored highest on this study, even higher than the SSIM measure.

On each study the results obtained for the best measures are relatively similar, i.e., differences are within 5% in hit rate. The theoretical hit rate limit of 1.0 cannot be reached, because observers typically differ in their choices and even the decisions of a single observer may be inconsistent, i.e., the same person, under the same conditions can make a different choice on the same images in repeated paired comparisons.

Conclusions

We showed that image quality measures can be a useful and efficient method to gauge the quality of mapped images in gamut mapping. Overall, the best performing measure was the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM): it predicts choices of respondents similarly successfully as Thurstone’s method. Better predictions can be achieved by computing individualized Thurstone’s scale values, but only if enough test data is available. Also, simple combinations of measures of color distance ($Q_{AE}$) and detail preservation ($Q_{MLC}$) is very promising. We can expect a further improvement when we combine it with a measure for gamut mapping artifacts.

We can conclude that image quality measures like SSIM can be used for predicting choices in psycho-visual tests concerning the evaluation of gamut mapping algorithms. Evaluating gamut mapping algorithms automatically by using image quality measures can be an attractive alternative to psycho-visual test when-
ever the latter are too expensive or difficult to carry out.
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